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Tips and Advice
from a Photographer



NOW WHAT?

You Just Got
Engaged

The first thing I'd advise to do after getting engaged is

figuring out what vendors mean the most to you and reach

out to them. Typically photographers, videographers and

venues book up a year in advance. If you don't have a date

you are absolutely tied to think about contacting those

vendors first, giving them a season you are interested in, and

seeing what they have available.

The absolute first thing I did was email a few photographers I

was interested in when I got engaged and they were the first

thing I booked, everything else was dependent on that date.  



When do I do those?
ENGAGEMENTS

This pretty much varies with what you want to

DO with the engagement photographs. 

Some people love sending save the dates 6-8

months in advance, other people just want the

experience with their wedding photographer to

get a feel for how they work - or - to see if they

even like their work with themselves in it. 

If you want to use the images for a website,

save the date, or invitations, it's a good thing to

do them at least 4 months or so before the

wedding. 

I, personally, always encourage couples to do

them in a season that is different from the

wedding season. So if you are getting married

in October it's kind of cool to get engagements

either in the summer or winter that provide a

little different aesthetic than the wedding

photographs themselves. 

I also always encourage different backdrops. If

you are getting married in the city, it's really

nice to capture the engagements in a more

country or natural setting - then you get a full

variety of yourselves to choose from, forever, to

remember this time of your life. 



Make them yours
ABOUT ENGAGEMENTS...

You do not have to do romantic, perfectly

posed, 'stunning' photographs in every

single image. Switch it up, have fun, do

something themed that makes you feel

silly, laugh, and have FUN, and then

capture some romantic ones, too! This is a

session to laugh, be with your person, and

make memories. 

It doesn't have to be either-or- 

you can switch up your outfits, get a

variety of emotions and have fun.

It's also cool to hire someone who is as

equally geeked about your idea as you

are... just sayin.



SETTING THE TIMELINE

Do you want to do a first look or keep it traditional?

Do you want a first look with any other family member

Do you want to do wedding party photographs before

or after the ceremony? [if you have one]

How big is your family for family photographs?

What time do you want the ceremony and the

reception? [this is a big factor]

First you need to ask yourself a few questions.

W H E R E  D O  Y O U  B E G I N ? ?

All of these questions will help you figure out what you want to do for the day

and how long you actually need photography or videography coverage. 

Please know that every photographer/videographer work at different speeds

and it is not a one-all-fits-all discussion. 

Once you have answered these questions you can let them know what's

important to you and get their opinion on how long each thing will take. 

But here is my personal advice on some of these things...



TO FIRST LOOK... OR NOT TO FIRST LOOK

Basically this answer is going to set up the entire

day. If you do a first look you can start a bit earlier,

take 30 minutes of portraits, photograph your entire

wedding party prior to the ceremony, give yourself

time for touch ups and then flow into the ceremony

and reception [with family images in between]. 

If you keep it traditional this is ABSOLUTELY OKAY

- you just have to leave a bit more space in

between the ceremony and reception to make sure

we have time to do our jobs.

So, if you do a first look, leave at least 3 hours

prior to the ceremony to capture end of getting

ready details, couple portraits and full wedding

party breakdowns. In between the ceremony and

reception you should leave at least 45 minutes to

an hour to capture family photographs and maybe

a few more portraits.

If you keep it traditional, leave

at least an hour and a half or

two hours [ideally] in between

the ceremony and reception to

leave time for everything listed

above.

 

However, if you have rented a

bus or any type of traveling

limo for your party please

leave at least 2 and half hours

or three in between events. As

much as you think you'll hop on

and off quickly, it wont happen

[lol], and most likely you'll want

to utilize the thing you are

paying for to ride around and

have fun, too! 



How big is your wedding party?
How big is your family?

If you have a larger family or want to do a first look with your father/another person of

importance besides your fiance, add some time to your timeline for that [15 minutes or so].  

If you have a huge family that you want captured in photographs, add 20-30 minutes to

my recommendation. Understand if there is drinking involved people MAY not cooperate

as well as you had hoped [lol]. 

So again, more time leaves room for those unforeseen moments.
 



Instagram vs Reality

Trust your photographer. Don't give them a list to work off of if they have been in
the industry for awhile - we know what we are doing and what to capture. We
are creators, let us create. There are some exceptions to this, specifically if there
are out-of-the-ordinary family requests.
If you want beautiful getting ready images you probably should find a space or
room that has window light or hire someone who lights the room with their
equipment. It is absolutely unrealistic to expect beautiful getting ready images
that are glamorous if they take place in a closet. We can only do so much. 

Social media really does a terrible job of setting expectations for people getting
married. Elopement images being spread as traditional wedding images only hurt
couples and their idea that they may not be doing enough. 

So here is the important stuff: 

W H A T  T O  E X P E C T

Give your photographer an idea of how you want the images to feel, and if you have

any locations in mind definitely bring them to their attention. However if you don't

really know, ask for their opinion on locations they think would work.

Don't compare yourself to social media. Your day is UNIQUE TO YOU. Who you hire,

where your location is, what you look like all will provide completely different images

than even the ones you thought of in your head or that have seen shared online. 



artist vs commercial
Okay so this is a topic that not a lot of people discuss, but as someone who does much better

creating the things that come from my head and not from a list, and from someone who is there to

uniquely make the day YOURS, I have some things to say. There are many different types of

photographers, and all of them have validity and are necessary in this world. There are wedding

day commercial photographers, or in my opinion are more 'old school' photographers who have

more staged, perfected work. There are documentary photographers who stage nothing and

capture the raw and real moments, and then there are artists who create for the day when they

are given time. I, personally, fall in between the artist and documentary style. If you hire a certain

photographer and expect them to do something out of their norm it will not happen. 

If you expect art for your wall, you probably shouldn't hire someone who does only staged work. 

If you want 'perfected' images, you probably shouldn't hire a lifestyle or documentary styled

photographer. Know your style, choose your videographer and photographer based on that style,

not just if they fit your budget. 

Trust us, we want to also be excited for your images and we also want you to be, too.



AGAIN, IF YOU WANT SPECIFIC

PHOTOS...  LEAVE TIME FOR THAT.

S U N S E T ?  B A C K  F L A S H ?  A R T ?
S O M E T H I N G  O U T  O F  T H E
O R D I N A R Y ?

MAKE SURE YOU HIRE SOMEONE CAN DO

THE TECHNIQUE YOU ARE LOOKING FOR,

AND LEAVE TIME FOR IT.  THESE IMAGES

WILL NOT COME OUT OF THIN AIR. 



Head to my website

NEED VENDOR
RECOMMENDATIONS?

Your vendors will absolutely make or break the day. 

You don't have to find your best friend in a vendor,

but you do have a to find someone who speaks to

your communication style. 

Some people are super responsive, others have

other work and life things going on, which means

they may be a bit slower in their response. 

Some people are pretty new to the industry, others

have been here for a long time. 

Some people are in it for a pay check, others are in

it for the passion. In every aspect of this industry, all

of these things are applicable. 

photographer, venue, video, caterer, wedding

planner, etc., we all have good and bad apples and

I will not be the first or last to say that. 

 

 

https://apaigephotography.com/vendor-recommendations/


Last thing I am going to say
I do not care who you hire, but if you hire any one please make sure they send you a

contract to be signed, and please make sure you look at their reviews as well as their

entire website for representation. There have been too many scams with vendors saying

they will provide a service and end up ghosting or not following through.

Just some personal red flags for me:

 No Contract Signage 

Only 2-3 couples on their website - which are the same on every single tab

A week or two within responses to you. 

Only a handful of 'amazing' images on their instagram or website with no showcase

of their indoor work or family photographs during events.

Not every photographer delivers images online so not all will have full galleries to

show you, but if they do not then at least look for a blog they have that shows a

variety of images for the entire day of a wedding. It's good to know they aren't just

posting the one or two good shots they got from photographing over 4,000 images.


